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Introduction
Thanks for downloading my portfolio! On these pages I hope to 
give you some idea of what I do and how I do it. I’m deliberatly 
keeping it simple, clean and informal, since that’s the way I like to 
do business too.

In short I translate clients briefs into great designs and/or secure, 
scalable and easy to use (web) applications for individual clients 
to large corporations. Check out the portfolio and project pages, 
I’ll let the work do the talking...

Cheers,

Merijn Mulder
m : mulder@peltenburg.eu
t : +31 (0) 610 94 26 14
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Web- & Identity design
On the next few pages you’ll find a small selection of the 80+ 
brand and webdesign projects I did over the years. As I prepare 
more presentations for this portfolio, I will add those as well. 

Who knows your project will be featured here too in future!
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st.Pierre
Client
st.PIERRE (2016-current)

Case
Logo design, website and various promotion and packaging

Notes
Apart from my design business I run a luxury short stay apartment 
with my mother. The name st.Pierre was based on the st. Peter,  
patron saint of Leiden and holder of the keys to heaven’s gate.

The logo design was based on late-Gothic caligraphy and ornamen-
tal iron work on medieval keys.
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Blue Island
Client
Blue Island Beach Club, Greece (2018)

Case
Logo design

Notes
Every spring and autumn I plan a little trip to our family house in 
Greece. During those visits I’m ussually to be found at the local 
beachclub, the blue island.

As a token of my appreciation of their endless hospitality, I offered 
to redesigned their logo and work with them to improve exposure 
and brand recognition.
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Nautic generation
Client
Nautic Generation (2008-2010)

Case
Logo design, website and various promotion

Notes
Just before the financial crisis hit, I was involved with a start up 
shipyard building luxury tenders/cruisers. Although there was 
some branding in place we expanded and build a whole visual 
language that was even implemented in parts of the architecture 
of the boats.

Sadly Nautic generation did not survive the crisis. The brand how-
ever remains one of my personal favourites.
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Pieterskwartier
Client
Ondernemersvereniging Pieterskwartier (2014-2018)

Case
Logo design, website and various promotion

Notes
When I became a member of the Pieterskwartier business club, 
I could not abide by the existing logo. After consulting with the 
board I got free reign to redesign the whole identity of the organ-
isation.

After the concept Daan Huet joined me in the project and add-
ed some well needed finess to the final design and especially the 
typography!
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Sa Font
Client
Sa Font, Ibiza (2018-current)

Case
Website and hotel management system

Notes
During her work on the Sa Font brand Daan Huet contacted me 
to pitch for their website. As it turned out the project was quite a 
lot more than just a site and a whole reservation and hotel man-
agement system had to be build.

The site features a integrated booking engine and will most likely 
launch this winter. 
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VanMegchelen
Client
Christian van Megchelen, lawyer (2014-2018)

Case
Logo design, website and various promotion

Notes
As Chris Van Megchelen decided to go solo after working at some 
of the most prestigious Dutch law firms, he came to me for a 
strong and confident brand for his new firm.

Working closely with Chris and also getting Daan Huet involved in 
the concept fase, we came to a simple but powerful brand. Espe-
cially the color choice was a challenge. Typical colors associated 
with lawfirms were to be avoided, but much deliberation a cool 
lime color was chosen.
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Noordman hout
Client
Noordman hout (2010)

Case
Rebranding

Notes
When I was asked to pitch for a new website for Noordman hout, 
I added some sketches of a possible rebranding to stand out in 
the process. That clearly worked as the following months we  
actually expanded on that initial concept and reexaminied the 
whole brand. 

Maintaining the brand yellow and the three points that made the 
recognisable roofline of the original sawmill, we freshened up the 
whole design and typography
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Flanderijn Scheerartikelen
Client
Kapper Eric, scheerwinkel.nl (2003-current)

Case
Brand identity and webshop design

Notes
After having built the website for my local barboursyhop back in 
2003, the owner ‘Kapper Eric‘ decided to set up a webshop for 
shaving equipment and related articles. 

Because of the classic style of his barbourshop I designed a logo 
based on nineteenth century illustrations with classic typography, 
offsetting the busy logo with quet subdued colours. 

The design was rolled out as branding for both part of his actual 
shop and his whole online pressence. An updated site design is in 
the works...
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Consultancy and application design
On the next few pages you’ll find a small selection of the many 
consultancy, project management and application design jobs I 
have done. As I write more presentations for this category, I will 
add those as well. 

Who knows your project will be featured here too in future!
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Boekel De Neree

Brief 
Just days before launch I was approached by one of the 
Boekel De Neree partners with worries about the qualilty 
of their new website. A poorly written brief in combination 
of lack of in-house specialist knowledge and an out of 
control budget were indeed a good reason for concern... 

Solution 
Taking control of the project I immediately postponed the 
launch and reestablished communication lines between 
the firm partners, their internal IT, HR and marketing de-
partment. After getting all parties involved ‘on the same 
page’ we set a new budget and decided to fire the design 
firm. In combination with internal marketing staff came up 
with a new design and found a reliable development com-
pany. The new site launched succesfully with a six months 
and within the new budget.

consultancy and project management
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Sa Font Ibiza Retreat

Brief 
Via Daanid I was asked to design a website for a start up 
hotel on Ibiza. Due to the owners lack of experience in the 
hospitality branch, it turned out there was no solution in 
place for reservations, F&B orders or administration... 

Solution 
During several conversation we fleshed out the brief and 
decided on a custom made fully integrated online plat-
form. Connecting my in-house CMS with extra specially 
build reservation, administration and F&B modules, I was 
able to roll out an application that allows the owners to 
securely keep track of orders, reservations, invoicing and 
internal administration, while guest can order drinks and 
communicate with staff via ipad that are available on in 
room iPads.

cms with hotel admin/reservation platform
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De Brauw

Brief 
When, back in 2003 I was hired at De Brauw to help with 
some maintenance on their intranet, I was surprised to find 
that there was no real document managemant policy and 
many sections of the firm were really protective of their 
knowhow and sharing it was not part of office culture. 

Solution 
I took the initiative to write a proposal to improve the 
situation. After approval and writing quite a few strategic 
documents, we partnered with IBM and Microsoft to get 
the IT infrastructure set up and instituted a cross-discipline 
editorial board. In following two and a half year we imple-
mented a solid internal workflow, a CMS run beautifully 
branded intranet with integrated Sharepoint document 
management and several custom made learning and de-
velopment tools.

intranet with cms and document management
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Orah verzekeringen

Brief 
As happens often in large corporations, there is a lot of 
legacy software and less than ideal  solutions. At Ohra 
there were two pleople responsible for the XLS sheets 
which took care of staffing and schedules. As the XLS took 
about two hours to ‘render’ after each change, something 
clearly needed to be done. The budget was minimal, so 
the solution quick and dirty. 

Solution 
My solution turned out quite simple. Getting access to the 
Ohra intranet I was able to write a couple of PHP scripts 
which processed the data from an upload of their XLS 
sheets. The scripts generated the output XSL sheet as a 
download. This way I reduced the processing time from 
about two hours to under two minutes. The two schedul-
ers were transfered to do a more productive job.

planning and scheduling tool
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TSN Thuiszorg

Brief 
Because of internal miscommunication on licencing of call 
center software, TSN was looking for a quick and dirty in 
between solution. When I was approached to look into 
this it was clear that a tailor made solution might actually 
be the best way to go forward... 

Solution 
After getting a clear picture of what were the demands, I 
wrote a proposal for a custom solution. After fine tuning 
and approval I designed and developed an application 
that tracked calls from first line response to final closure 
of the call. The platform ran securely on the TSN intranet 
with a small footprint and included interfacing and track-
ing of calls on three response levels, a knowledge base 
for call center workers and a whole array of statistical and 
management tools.

callcenter call-tracking platform
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OV Pieterskwartier

Brief 
Sometimes the brief is easy: You get to write it yourself. As 
I was already a sponsor I offered to redesign and expand 
the online presence of my local business club to my own 
specifications.

Solution 
As a sponsored side project I (over several years) designed 
and developed a website with a members backend, pres-
entation pages for all members and extensive google 
maps integration. Features of the platform included a fully 
scalable CMS with multi level access, article and agenda 
publishing workflow with editorial control, in-line editing 
for member pages, a mailchimp-like newsletter module 
and full social media integration.

cms with online community platform
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Naviva Kraamzorg

Brief 
Word of the application I wrote for TSN spread in the call 
center world and Naviva Kraamzorg came to me for a 
similar solution. As Naviva was the result of a recent merg-
er, a flexible new platform had to be developed and data 
from several different legacy platforms imported.  

Solution 
After analysis of the legacy platform and their data, 
budget restrictions in the end dictated that we did not 
go ahead with importing that data and just connect the 
new platform to the client database that had been syn-
chronised. Just like the TSN platform, Naviva featured 
call-tracking over several levels and departments, a knowl-
edge base for call center workers which was also accessa-
ble from the Naviva website and of course many statistical 
and management tools.

callcenter call-tracking platform
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ESC Bright conference

Brief 
Back in 2004 smartphones and fast internet were not as 
common as today. As the ESC (European Student Con-
ference) came to Leiden, the organisers wanted to offer 
an offline stand alone CV database with participants to its 
sponsors. It should be fully searchable and run from a CD-
rom... 

Solution 
Running a database from a CD-rom turned out quite 
a challenge. The solution finally came in an executable 
Macromedia Flash file than ran directly from the CD drive. 
With that problem solved I designed a simple interface 
and stored the CV data of the participants in a searchable 
XML format. The application was done weeks before the 
deadline and well within budget. 

cd-rom stand-alone cv database
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Clients





Contact me





THANK YOU FOR VIEWING MY PORTFOLIO






